The Secret Life Of Lobsters How Fishermen And Scientists Are Unraveling Mysteries Our Favorite
Crustacean Trevor Corson
Eventually, you will categorically discover a new experience and expertise by spending more cash. yet when? get you endure that you require to acquire those every needs later having significantly cash? Why dont you
attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more almost the globe, experience, some places, bearing in mind history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your enormously own mature to play reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is The Secret Life Of Lobsters How Fishermen And Scientists Are Unraveling Mysteries Our Favorite
Crustacean Trevor Corson below.

The Secret of Our Success - Joseph Henrich 2017-10-17
How our collective intelligence has helped us to evolve and prosper Humans are a puzzling species. On the
one hand, we struggle to survive on our own in the wild, often failing to overcome even basic challenges,
like obtaining food, building shelters, or avoiding predators. On the other hand, human groups have
produced ingenious technologies, sophisticated languages, and complex institutions that have permitted us
to successfully expand into a vast range of diverse environments. What has enabled us to dominate the
globe, more than any other species, while remaining virtually helpless as lone individuals? This book shows
that the secret of our success lies not in our innate intelligence, but in our collective brains—on the ability
of human groups to socially interconnect and learn from one another over generations. Drawing insights
from lost European explorers, clever chimpanzees, mobile hunter-gatherers, neuroscientific findings,
ancient bones, and the human genome, Joseph Henrich demonstrates how our collective brains have
propelled our species' genetic evolution and shaped our biology. Our early capacities for learning from
others produced many cultural innovations, such as fire, cooking, water containers, plant knowledge, and
projectile weapons, which in turn drove the expansion of our brains and altered our physiology, anatomy,
and psychology in crucial ways. Later on, some collective brains generated and recombined powerful
concepts, such as the lever, wheel, screw, and writing, while also creating the institutions that continue to
alter our motivations and perceptions. Henrich shows how our genetics and biology are inextricably
interwoven with cultural evolution, and how culture-gene interactions launched our species on an
extraordinary evolutionary trajectory. Tracking clues from our ancient past to the present, The Secret of
Our Success explores how the evolution of both our cultural and social natures produce a collective
intelligence that explains both our species' immense success and the origins of human uniqueness.
Lobster - Elisabeth Townsend 2012-01-01
Other than that it tastes delicious with butter, what do you know about the knobbily-armoured, scarlet
creature staring back at you from your fancy dinner plate? Food writer Elisabeth Townsend here charts the
global rise of the lobster as delicacy. Part of the Edible Series, Lobster: A Global History explores the use
and consumption of the lobster from poor man’s staple to cultural icon. From coastal fishing in the Middle
Ages to the Industrial Revolution and modern times, Townsend describes the social history of the
consumption of lobsters around the world. As well, the book includes beautiful images of rarely seen
lobsters and both old and contemporary lobster recipes. Whether you want to liberate lobsters from their
supermarket tanks or crack open their claws, this is an essential read, describing the human connection to
the lobster from his ocean home to the dinner table.
War of the Whales - Joshua Horwitz 2014-07
Documents the efforts of crusading lawyer Joel Renolds and marine biologist Ken Balcolm to expose a
covert U.S. Navy sub detection system that caused whales to beach themselves, an effort that challenged
Ken's loyalties and pitted them against powerful military adversaries.
Banana - Dan Koeppel 2008
From its early beginnings in Southeast Asia, to the machinations of the United Fruit Company in Costa Rica
and Central America, the banana's history and its fate as a victim of fungus are explored.

A Return to Cooking - Eric Ripert 2009-05-01
Essays on topics ranging from the handling of raw fish and the power of vinaigrette to the virtues of
Tabasco highlight this cookbook which features more than 125 recipes reflecting the various seasons in
four different locales.
The Maine Lobster Book - Virginia M. Wright 2012-06-01
Everyone loves lobster - especially Maine lobster. This fun, fact filled book brings the reader on the
lobster's journey from ocean floor to plate, stopping along the way to get to know the people and places of
Maine's iconic industry.
A Speck in the Sea - John Aldridge 2017-05-23
Soon to be a major motion picture! Now in Paperback: The harrowing adventure-at-sea memoir ("Terrific."Daniel James Brown) recounting the 2013 search-and-rescue mission for lost Montauk fisherman John
Aldridge. 5:14 a.m. I am floating in the middle of the night, and nobody in the world even knows I am
missing. Nobody is looking for me. You can't get more alone than that. You can't be more lost. I've got too
many people who love me. There's no way I'm dying like this. In the dead of night on July 24, 2013, John
Aldridge was thrown off the back of the Anna Mary while his fishing partner, Anthony Sosinski, slept below.
As desperate hours ticked by, Sosinski, the families, the local fishing community, and the U.S. Coast Guard
in three states mobilized in an unprecedented search effort that culminated in a rare and exhilarating
success. A tale of survival, perseverance, and community, A Speck in the Sea tells of one man's struggle to
survive as friends and strangers work to bring him home. Aldridge's wrenching first-person account
intertwines with the narrative of the massive, constantly evolving rescue operation designed to save him.
Entanglements - Tora Johnson 2007-09
"Explores the clash of cultures and personalities among fishermen, scientists and whale advocates
struggling to save both the endangered North Atlantic right whale and the livelihoods of thousands of
Atlantic coastal families."--Sea Technology
Tiny Righteous Acts - Parker Bauman 2020-01-06
Immigration attorney Charlotte Fornea flirts with burn-out and pushes the boundaries of sanity. Suffering
vicariously and emotionally from the assaults inflicted on her clients, who have become like adopted sisters,
she resorts to a new kind of therapy: retribution. Admittedly self-prescribed, it is the only solution that will
stop the heart palpitations and generalized anxiety, chardonnay-abuse and gnawed-on manicures. Charlotte
will battle the assailants who enjoy-much like a good hookah-impunity in their native lands. Traveling to
Afghanistan, El Salvador and Bosnia, she must don a full burka, run from a maniacal misogynist, and fight a
serious attraction toward an Afghan Adonis. Back at home, she also must wrangle with F-B-I agents as they
investigate a stalker who deems her blasphemous. Is being a stressed-out do-gooder worth it?
The Secret Life of Lobsters - Trevor Corson 2004-06
A narrative written by a one-time Maine lobsterman relates how lobsters socialize, mate, fight for
dominance, and navigate their way across the ocean floor.
The Secret Life of Lobsters - Trevor Corson 2009-10-13
“Lobster is served three ways in this fascinating book: by fisherman, scientist and the crustaceans
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themselves. . . . Corson, who worked aboard commercial lobster boats for two years, weaves together these
three worlds. The human worlds are surely interesting; but they can’t top the lobster life on the ocean
floor.” — Washington Post In this intimate portrait of an island lobstering community and an eccentric band
of renegade biologists, journalist Trevor Corson escorts the reader onto the slippery decks of fishing boats,
through danger-filled scuba dives, and deep into the churning currents of the Gulf of Maine to learn about
the secret undersea lives of lobsters. This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book,
including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.
Animal Models in Cardiovascular Research - D.R. Gross 2012-12-06

Princple and life-long fisherman, Paul Greenberg takes us on a journey, examining the four fish that
dominate our menus: salmon, sea bass, cod, and tuna. Investigating the forces that get fish to our dinner
tables, Greenberg reveals our damaged relationship with the ocean and its inhabitants. Just three decades
ago, nearly everything we ate from the sea was wild. Today, rampant overfishing and an unprecedented
biotech revolution have brought us to a point where wild and farmed fish occupy equal parts of a complex
marketplace. Four Fish offers a way for us to move toward a future in which healthy and sustainable
seafood is the rule rather than the exception.
Eloquence of the Sardine - Bill François 2021-08-17
If we were able to listen under water, what would we hear? What would we learn? How would it change us?
With erudition and charm, marine scientist and orator Bill François takes us on a deep dive into the secret
lives of the world’s aquatic creatures, from musical whales and immortal eels to the cod that discovered
America and the herring that almost caused a military conflict —to name but a few. We hear the songs of
seahorses and scallops, eavesdrop on the conversations of lobsters, and swim in the glow of the fluorescent
jellyfish. A poetic blend of ancient myths, modern science, and storytelling through the ages, Eloquence of
the Sardine is an invitation and guide to a dreamlike underwater world where the legends are often more
believable than the incredible reality. This is nature writing at its best —informative, captivating, and
accessible, with a personal angle, about an endlessly fascinating and still mysterious subject. A seafood
platter or a day at the beach will never be the same.
The Hungry Ocean - Linda Greenlaw 2001-08-01
The term fisherwoman does not exactly roll trippingly off the tongue, and Linda Greenlaw, the world's only
female swordfish boat captain, isn't flattered when people insist on calling her one. "I am a woman. I am a
fisherman. . . . I am not a fisherwoman, fisherlady, or fishergirl. If anything else, I am a thirty-seven-yearold tomboy. It's a word I have never outgrown." Greenlaw also happens to be one of the most successful
fishermen in the Grand Banks commercial fleet, though until the publication of Sebastian Junger's The
Perfect Storm, "nobody cared." Greenlaw's boat, the Hannah Boden, was the sister ship to the doomed
Andrea Gail, which disappeared in the mother of all storms in 1991 and became the focus of Junger's book.
The Hungry Ocean, Greenlaw's account of a monthlong swordfishing trip over 1,000 nautical miles out to
sea, tells the story of what happens when things go right--proving, in the process, that every successful
voyage is a study in narrowly averted disaster. There is the weather, the constant danger of mechanical
failure, the perils of controlling five sleep-, women-, and booze-deprived young fishermen in close quarters,
not to mention the threat of a bad fishing run: "If we don't catch fish, we don't get paid, period. In short,
there is no labor union." Greenlaw's straightforward, uncluttered prose underscores the qualities that make
her a good captain, regardless of gender: fairness, physical and mental endurance, obsessive attention to
detail. But, ultimately, Greenlaw proves that the love of fishing--in all of its grueling, isolating, suspenseful
glory--is a matter of the heart and blood, not the mind. "I knew that the ocean had stories to tell me, all I
needed to do was listen." --Svenja Soldovieri
The Big Oyster - Mark Kurlansky 2007-01-09
Before New York City was the Big Apple, it could have been called the Big Oyster. Now award-winning
author Mark Kurlansky tells the remarkable story of New York by following the trajectory of one of its most
fascinating inhabitants–the oyster, whose influence on the great metropolis remains unparalleled. For
centuries New York was famous for its oysters, which until the early 1900s played such a dominant a role in
the city’s economy, gastronomy, and ecology that the abundant bivalves were Gotham’s most celebrated
export, a staple food for the wealthy, the poor, and tourists alike, and the primary natural defense against
pollution for the city’s congested waterways. Filled with cultural, historical, and culinary insight–along with
historic recipes, maps, drawings, and photos–this dynamic narrative sweeps readers from the island
hunting ground of the Lenape Indians to the death of the oyster beds and the rise of America’s
environmentalist movement, from the oyster cellars of the rough-and-tumble Five Points slums to
Manhattan’s Gilded Age dining chambers. Kurlansky brings characters vividly to life while recounting
dramatic incidents that changed the course of New York history. Here are the stories behind Peter
Stuyvesant’s peg leg and Robert Fulton’s “Folly”; the oyster merchant and pioneering African American
leader Thomas Downing; the birth of the business lunch at Delmonico’s; early feminist Fanny Fern, one of

The Lobster Chronicles - Linda Greenlaw 2003-06-11
Declared a triumph by the New York Times Book Review, Linda Greenlaw's first book, The Hungry Ocean,
appeared on nearly every major bestseller list in the country. Now, taking a break from the swordfishing
career that earned her a major role in The Perfect Storm, Greenlaw returns to Isle au Haut, a tiny Maine
island with a population of 70 year-round residents, 30 of whom are Greenlaw's relatives. With a Clancyesque talent for fascinating technical detail and a Keillor-esque eye for the drama of small-town life,
Greenlaw offers her take on everything from rediscovering home, love, and family to island characters and
the best way to cook and serve a lobster. But Greenlaw also explores the islands darker side, including a
tragic boating accident and a century-old conflict with a neighboring community. Throughout, Greenlaw
maintains the straight-shooting, funny, and slightly scrappy style that has won her so many fans, and proves
once again that fishermen are still the best storytellers around.
The Last Lobster - Christopher White 2018-06-05
"For the past five years, the lobster population along the coast of Maine has boomed, resulting in a lobster
harvest six times the size of the record catch from the 1980s ... [This book] follows three lobster captains ...
as they haul and set thousands of traps. Unexpectedly, boom may turn to bust, as the captains must fight a
warming ocean, volatile prices, and rough weather to keep their livelihood afloat. The three captains work
longer hours, trying to make up in volume what they lack in price. As a result, there are 3 million lobster
traps on the bottom of the Gulf of Maine, while Frank, Jason, and others call for a reduction of traps ...
Maine lobstering towns are among the first American communities to confront global warming, and the
survival of the Maine Coast depends upon their efforts. It may be an uphill battle to create a sustainable
catch as high temperatures are already displacing lobsters northward toward Canadian waters--out of
reach of American fishermen"-The Secret Life of Lobsters - Trevor Corson 2004-06
A narrative written by a one-time Maine lobsterman relates how lobsters socialize, mate, fight for
dominance, and navigate their way across the ocean floor.
How to Catch a Lobster in Down East Maine - Christina Lemieux Oragano 2012
The book will tell the history and story of Down East Maine lobster fishing. Author Christina Lemieux's
family has been lobster fishermen for four generations, and the book draws from their personal
recollections and documentation. It will then bring to life the experience of Down East Maine lobster fishing
and living in a lobster fishing community. The book details how one goes about catching lobster, the
seasons of lobster fishing and the perils of such a physically grueling job. It also talks about lobster culture"
some of the unique pastimes of lobster fishermen, such as the sport of Maine lobster boat racing. Finally,
the book will give a brief overview of how to properly cook Maine lobster and provide some of the area's
favorite lobster recipes."
The Whale - Philip Hoare 2011-02-08
From his childhood fascination with the gigantic Natural History Museum model of a blue whale, to his
abiding love of Moby-Dick, to his adult encounters with the living animals in the Atlantic Ocean, the
acclaimed writer Philip Hoare has been obsessed with whales. The Whale is his unforgettable and moving
attempt to explain why these strange and beautiful animals exert such a powerful hold on our imagination.
Four Fish - Paul Greenberg 2011-05-31
“A necessary book for anyone truly interested in what we take from the sea to eat, and how, and why.”
—Sam Sifton, The New York Times Book Review Acclaimed author of American Catch and The Omega
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the highest-paid newspaper writers in the city; even “Diamond” Jim Brady, who we discover was not the
gourmand of popular legend. With The Big Oyster, Mark Kurlansky serves up history at its most engrossing,
entertaining, and delicious.
The Lobster Coast - Colin Woodard 2005-04-26
“A thorough and engaging history of Maine’s rocky coast and its tough-minded people.”—Boston Herald
“[A] well-researched and well-written cultural and ecological history of stubborn perseverance.”—USA
Today For more than four hundred years the people of coastal Maine have clung to their rocky, wind-swept
lands, resisting outsiders’ attempts to control them while harvesting the astonishing bounty of the Gulf of
Maine. Today’s independent, self-sufficient lobstermen belong to the communities imbued with a European
sense of ties between land and people, but threatened by the forces of homogenization spreading up the
eastern seaboard. In the tradition of William Warner’s Beautiful Swimmers, veteran journalist Colin
Woodard (author of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle Between Individual Liberty and the
Common Good) traces the history of the rugged fishing communities that dot the coast of Maine and the
prized crustacean that has long provided their livelihood. Through forgotten wars and rebellions, and with a
deep tradition of resistance to interference by people “from away,” Maine’s lobstermen have defended an
earlier vision of America while defying the “tragedy of the commons”—the notion that people always
overexploit their shared property. Instead, these icons of American individualism represent a rare example
of true communal values and collaboration through grit, courage, and hard-won wisdom.
Where Am I Eating? An Adventure Through the Global Food Economy - Kelsey Timmerman 2013-04-08
Bridges the gap between global farmers and fishermen and American consumers America now imports
twice as much food as it did a decade ago. What does this increased reliance on imported food mean for the
people around the globe who produce our food? Kelsey Timmerman set out on a global quest to meet the
farmers and fisherman who grow and catch our food, and also worked alongside them: loading lobster
boats in Nicaragua, splitting cocoa beans with a machete in Ivory Coast, and hauling tomatoes in Ohio.
Where Am I Eating? tells fascinating stories of the farmers and fishermen around the world who produce
the food we eat, explaining what their lives are like and how our habits affect them. This book shows how
what we eat affects the lives of the people who produce our food. Through compelling stories, explores the
global food economy including workers rights, the global food crisis, fair trade, and immigration. Author
Kelsey Timmerman has spoken at close to 100 schools around the globe about his first book, Where Am I
Wearing: A Global Tour of the Countries, Factories, and People That Make Our Clothes He has been
featured in the Financial Times and has discussed social issues on NPR's Talk of the Nation and Fox News
Radio Where Am I Eating? does not argue for or against the globalization of food, but personalizes it by
observing the hope and opportunity, and sometimes the lack thereof, which the global food economy gives
to the world's poorest producers.
Demon Fish - Juliet Eilperin 2012-07-24
A thrilling guided tour through the world of sharks and their relationship with human communities around
the globe. From Belize to South Africa, from Shanghai to Bimini, we see that sharks are still the object of an
obsession that may eventually lead to their extinction. In this eye-opening adventure that spans the globe,
environmental journalist Juliet Eilperin investigates the fascinating ways different individuals and cultures
relate to the ocean's top predator. Along the way, she reminds us why, after millions of years, sharks
remain among nature's most awe-inspiring creatures. With a reporter's instinct for a good story and a
scientist's curiosity, Eilperin offers us an up-close understanding of these extraordinary, mysterious
creatures in the most entertaining and illuminating shark encounter you're likely to find outside a steel
cage.
The Mortal Sea - W. Jeffrey Bolster 2012-10-08
Since the time of the Vikings, the Atlantic has shaped the lives of people who depend on it for survival, and
people have shaped the Atlantic. In his account of this interdependency, Bolster, a historian and
professional seafarer, takes us through a millennium-long environmental history of our impact on one of the
largest ecosystems in the world.
Touch Blue - Cynthia Lord 2012-11-01
An exquisite second novel from the Newbery Honor author of RULES! TOUCH BLUE, sure as certain, will

touch your heart. The state of Maine plans to shut down her island's schoolhouse, which would force Tess's
family to move to the mainland--and Tess to leave the only home she has ever known. Fortunately, the
islanders have a plan too: increase the numbers of students by having several families take in foster
children. So now Tess and her family are taking a chance on Aaron, a thirteen-year-old trumpet player who
has been bounced from home to home. And Tess needs a plan of her own--and all the luck she can muster.
Will Tess's wish come true or will her luck run out? Newbery Honor author Cynthia Lord offers a warmhearted, humorous, and thoughtful look at what it means to belong--and how lucky we feel when we do.
Touch Blue, sure as certain, will touch your heart.
Eels - James Prosek 2010-09-21
“Eels [is] more than a fish book. It is an impassioned defense of nature itself. . . . [Prosek] passes on the
truth that the often disdained eel, like all migratory fish, is vital and mysterious and worthy of our full effort
to bring it back.” — New York Times Book Review “A wonderful account of far-flung travels in pursuit of the
secrets of the earth’s most mysterious fish. . . . Fascinating and beautifully rendered.” — Peter Matthiessen
Famous for his deeply informed, compulsively readable books on trout, James Prosek (whom the New York
Times has called “the Audubon of the fishing world”) takes on nature’s quirkiest and most enigmatic fish:
the eel. Fans of Mark Kurlansky’s Cod and The Big Oyster or Trevor Corson’s The Secret Life of Lobsters
will love Prosek’s probing exploration of the hidden deep-water dwellers. With characteristically captivating
prose and lavish illustrations, Prosek demystifies the eel’s unique biology and bizarre mating routines, and
illuminates the animal’s varied roles in the folklore, cuisine, and commerce of a variety of cultures.
Fishers' Knowledge in Fisheries Science and Management - Nigel Haggan 2007
Drawing on a number of case studies from around the world, this publication considers how the local
knowledge and practices of indigenous fishing communities are being used in collaboration with scientists,
government managers and non-governmental organisations to establish effective frameworks for
sustainable fisheries science and management. It seeks to contribute towards achieving the goal of
establishing international responsibility for the ethical collection, preservation, dissemination and
application of fishers' knowledge.
Lobster's Secret - Kathleen M. Hollenbeck 2011-06
Lobster was just molted, and the secret he keeps about his menacing-looking new shell could get him in a
lot of trouble. Reviewed by the Smithsonian Institution for accuracy, Lobster's Secret is a fun and
informative story with beautifully detailed illustrations. This book includes an easy-to-download audiobook
with realistic sound effects for added fun.
Dirt Music - Tim Winton 2002-11-25
Winner of The Miles Franklin Literary Award, The Christina Stead Award, WA Premier’s Book of the Year,
Book Data/ABA Book of the Year Award, Goodreading Award-Readers Choice Book of the Year Set in the
dramatic landscape of Western Australia, Dirt Music tells the story of Luther Fox, a broken man who makes
his living as an illegal fisherman—a shamateur. Before everyone in his family was killed in a freak rollover,
Fox grew melons and counted stars and loved playing his guitar. Now, his life has become a “project of
forgetting.” Not until he meets Georgie Jutland, the wife of White Point’s most prosperous fisherman, does
Fox begin to dream again and hear the dirt music—“anything you can play on a verandah or porch,” he tells
Georgie, “without electricity.” Like the beat of a barren heart, nature is never silent. Ambitious and
perfectly calibrated, Dirt Music resonates with suspense, emotion, and timeless truths.
The Story of Sushi - Trevor Corson 2009-07-21
Everything you never knew about sushi—its surprising origins, the colorful lives of its chefs, and the bizarre
behavior of the creatures that compose it Trevor Corson takes us behind the scenes at America's first sushichef training academy, as eager novices strive to master the elusive art of cooking without cooking. He
delves into the biology and natural history of the edible creatures of the sea, and tells the fascinating story
of an Indo-Chinese meal reinvented in nineteenth-century Tokyo as a cheap fast food. He reveals the
pioneers who brought sushi to the United States and explores how this unlikely meal is exploding into the
American heartland just as the long-term future of sushi may be unraveling. The Story of Sushi is at once a
compelling tale of human determination and a delectable smorgasbord of surprising food science, intrepid
reporting, and provocative cultural history.
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The Secret Lives of Bats - Merlin D. Tuttle 2015
Enamored of bats ever since discovering a colony in a cave as a boy, Tuttle realized how sophisticated and
intelligent bats are. He shares research showing that frog-eating bats can identify frogs by their calls, that
vampire bats have a social order similar to that of primates, and that bats have remarkable memories. Bats
also provide enormous benefits by eating crop pests, pollinating plants, and carrying seeds needed for
reforestation; they are essential to a healthy planet.
Skipjack - Christopher White 2011-12-16
In Skipjack, Christopher White spends a pivotal year with three memorable captains, each at the helm of a
wooden oystering sailboat unique to the Chesapeake Bay, in what has become the only wind-powered
fishing fleet in America.
Lobster - Richard J. King 2012-01-01
Other than that it tastes delicious with butter, what do you know about the knobbily-armoured, scarlet
creature staring back at you from your fancy dinner plate? From ocean to stock pot, there are two sides to
every animal story. For instance, since there are species of lobsters without claws, how exactly do you
define a lobster? And how did a pauper’s food transform into a meal synonymous with a luxurious splurge?
To answer these questions on behalf of lobster the animal is Richard J. King, a former fishmonger and
commercial lobsterman, who has chronicled the creature’s long natural history. Part of the Animal series,
King’s Lobster takes us on a journey through the history, biology, and culture of lobsters, including the
creature’s economic and environmental status worldwide. He describes the evolution of technologies to
capture these creatures and addresses the ethics of boiling them alive. Along the way, King also explores
the salacious lobster palaces of the 1920s, the animal’s thousand-year status as an aphrodisiac, and how
the lobster has inspired numerous artists, writers, and thinkers including Aristotle, Dickens, Thoreau, Dalí,
and Woody Allen. Whether you want to liberate lobsters from their supermarket tanks or crack open their
claws, this book is an essential read, describing the human connection to the lobster from his ocean home
to the dinner table.
The Secret Life of Clams - Anthony D. Fredericks 2014-11-18
Get up close and personal with an amazing creature that has invaded our lexicon as well as our restaurants.
It breathes with tubes, it has no head or brain, it feeds through a filter, and it is the source of dozens of
familiar proverbs (“happy as a clam!”). Clams, it turns out, have been worshipped (by the Moche people of
ancient Peru), used as money (by the Algonquin Indians), and consumed by people for thousands of years.
Yet The Secret Life of Clams is the first adult trade book to deal exclusively with this gastronomic treat that
is more complex than its simple two shells might reveal. The Secret Life of Clams features compelling
insights, captivating biology, wry observations, and up-to-the-minute natural history that will keep readers
engaged and enthralled. Written by award-winning science author Anthony D. Fredericks, The Secret Life
of Clams includes a comfortable infusion of humor, up-to-date research, fascinating individuals (scientists
and laypeople alike), and the awe of a fellow explorer as he guides readers on a journey of wonder and
adventure. Along with an appreciation for oceanic creatures, this is a guidebook for armchair marine
biologists everywhere who seek amazing discoveries in concert with compelling narration.
What a Fish Knows - Jonathan Balcombe 2016-06-07
An underwater exploration that overturns myths about fishes and reveals their complex lives, from tool use
to social behavior

The Maine Lobster Boat - Daniel Sheldon Lee 2022-09-15
The modern lobster boat has evolved slowly over decades to become the craft it is today: seaworthy, strong,
fast, and trusted implicitly by the lobstermen and women to get the job done and get them home, each and
every time, through the most terrifying--and sometimes life-threatening--conditions that the sea can dish
up. “Where do lobster boats come from?” “What is the origin of their design?” “Who builds them?” “How do
they work?” The story of the Maine lobster boat needs to be told--before the storied history of this iconic
American craft slips away forever into the past, on the heels of what may be the last surviving traditional
lobster boat builders. Filled with colorful characters, old maritime tales, and fascinating details, this a
definitive look at the origins and lore of Maine's most ubiquitous vessel.
The Lobster Gangs of Maine - James M. Acheson 2012-05-22
An anthropologist describes the working world of Maine lobstermen, focusing on the intricate personal
network that sustains them.
Beyond Order - Jordan B. Peterson 2021-03-02
The companion volume to 12 Rules for Life offers further guidance on the perilous path of modern life. In
12 Rules for Life, clinical psychologist and celebrated professor at Harvard and the University of Toronto
Dr. Jordan B. Peterson helped millions of readers impose order on the chaos of their lives. Now, in this bold
sequel, Peterson delivers twelve more lifesaving principles for resisting the exhausting toll that our desire
to order the world inevitably takes. In a time when the human will increasingly imposes itself over every
sphere of life—from our social structures to our emotional states—Peterson warns that too much security is
dangerous. What’s more, he offers strategies for overcoming the cultural, scientific, and psychological
forces causing us to tend toward tyranny, and teaches us how to rely instead on our instinct to find meaning
and purpose, even—and especially—when we find ourselves powerless. While chaos, in excess, threatens us
with instability and anxiety, unchecked order can petrify us into submission. Beyond Order provides a call
to balance these two fundamental principles of reality itself, and guides us along the straight and narrow
path that divides them.
The Zen of Fish - Trevor Corson 2007-05-29
Everything you never knew about sushi—its surprising origins, the colorful lives of its chefs, the bizarre
behavior of the creatures that compose it—is revealed in this entertaining documentary account by the
author of the highly acclaimed The Secret Life of Lobsters. When a twenty-year-old woman arrives at
America's first sushi-chef training academy in Los Angeles, she is unprepared for the challenges ahead:
knives like swords, instructors like samurai, prejudice against female chefs, demanding Hollywood
customers—and that's just the first two weeks. In this richly reported story, journalist Trevor Corson
shadows several American sushi novices and a master Japanese chef, taking the reader behind the scenes
as the students strive to master the elusive art of cooking without cooking. With the same eye for drama
and humor that Corson brings to the exploits of the chefs, he delves into the biology and natural history of
the creatures of the sea. He illuminates sushi's beginnings as an Indo-Chinese meal akin to cheese,
describes its reinvention in bustling nineteenth-century Tokyo as a cheap fast food, and tells the story of the
pioneers who brought it to America. He shows how this unlikely meal is now exploding into the American
heartland just as the long-term future of sushi may be unraveling. The Zen of Fish is a compelling tale of
human determination as well as a delectable smorgasbord of surprising food science, intrepid reporting,
and provocative cultural history.
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